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Indicative departure and arrival routes for Gatwick Airport Second Runway (LGW-2R-X)

Legend
- Departure routes
- Arrival routes

Route Abbreviations
- BIG Biggin
- BOG Bogna
- CLN Clacton
- DVR Dover
- HAR Hardy
- KEN Kenet
- LAM Lambourne
- SAM Sampton
- SFD Seaford
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Indicative departure and arrival routes for Heathrow Airport North West Runway
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Mode: Westerly, MLD

Legend

- Departure routes
- Arrival routes

Route Abbreviations
- BPK Brookmans Park
- BUZ Buzad
- CPT Compton
- DVR Dover
- MID Midhurst
- SAM Southampton
- WOB Wobun
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Legend
- Departure routes
- Arrival routes

Route Abbreviations
- BPK: Brookmans Park
- BUZ: Buzad
- CPT: Compton
- DVR: Dover
- MID: Midhurst
- SAM: Southampton
- WOB: Wobun
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